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1. Consultation on introducing a minimum price for alcohol was a sham. BMJ investigation shows thousands of patients visited A&E units more than 10 times in 2012-13.

2. MPs call for publication of full results of past trials. Meniscal tear surgery is no better than sham surgery, study says.

3. NHS must move on from failures of past in 2014, say healthcare leaders.

4. GP commissioning failures deny obese patients access to surgery.

5. Task force urges computed tomography screening for people at high risk of lung cancer. WHO may advise halving dietary sugar intake to 5% to combat tooth decay.

6. Plastic surgeon is struck off for errors. Medicare slashes payment for BRCA test.
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6. John Wennberg
US epidemiologist replies to the BMJ's questions about work, life, and less serious matters.
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7. How a minimum unit price for alcohol was scuppered
Ian Gilmore and Mike Daube
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15. The role of special administrators in reducing NHS hospital services
Giving special administrators powers to reconfigure services beyond those provided by the trusts they manage will undermine equal access to care, say Alyson Pollock and colleagues.
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Jonathan Gornall discovers that the government consultation into introducing a minimum unit price for alcohol in England and Wales was a sham and that politicians ignored the strong health evidence in favour of protecting the interests of industry.
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